
Greek Team Selection Test 2005
Athens, April 2, 2005

Juniors

1. Is it possible to cut a convex 39-gon into nine convex hexagons?

2. Prove that ifx,y,z are real numbers, then

x2− y2

2x2 +1
+

y2− z2

2y2 +1
+

z2− x2

2z2 +1
≤ 0.

3. In a cyclic quadrilateralABCD, M is the midpoint of sideAB andR is the inter-
section point ofMC andBD. A line throughC is parallel toAR and meetsBD at

pointS. Prove that if∠CAD = ∠RAB =
1
2
∠BMC, thenBR = SD.

4. Find all positive integersn > 3 for whichn divides(n−2)!.

Seniors

1. The sides of a triangle are the roots of a cubic equation with rational coefficients.
Prove that the altitudes of this triangle are roots of a 6-th degree equation with
rational coefficients.

2. The circleΓ and the linee have no common points. LetAB be the diameter of
Γ perpendicular toe, with B closer toe thanA. An arbitrary pointC 6= A,B is
chosen onΓ. The lineAC intersectse atD. The lineDE is tangent toΓ atE, with
B andE on the same side ofAC. Let BE intersecte at F , and letAF intersectΓ
again atG 6= A. Prove that the reflection ofG in AB lies on the lineCF .

3. Consider the polynomialP(x)= x3+19x2+94x+a, wherea is a positive integer.
If p is a prime number, prove that among the numbersP(0),P(1), . . . ,P(p−1)
at most three are divisible byp.

4. There are 10001 students at a university. Some students join together to form
several clubs (a student may belong to different clubs). Some clubs join together
to form several societies (a club may belong to different societies). There are a
total of k societies. Suppose that the following conditions hold:

(i) Each pair of students are in exactly one club.

(ii) For each student and each society, the student is in exactly one club of the
society.

(iii) Each club has an odd number of students. In addition, a club with 2m+1
students (m is a positive integer) is in exactlym societies.

Find all possible values ofk.
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